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Mary Elizabeth Lease is typically referred to in contemporary American history textbooks as a radical leader of the People’s (or Populist) Party who directed desperate Midwestern farmers “to raise less corn and more hell.” Although thorough research demonstrates that the oft-quoted phrase was a partisan newspaper embellishment, Lease nonetheless holds a solid place in America’s radical history. She was affectionately dubbed the “People’s Joan of Arc,” the “female Old Hickory,” “Our Queen Mary,” or simply the “heroine” by agrarian, labor, and women’s rights supporters during the late-nineteenth century. In her lifetime...
Lease’s activist roles moved well beyond those associated with the briefly influential third-party Populist politics of the Gilded Age, a time of intense class conflict in America as the nation adjusted to the wide-ranging and often chaotic changes associated with the processes and consequences of a modernizing capitalist society. Lease was also a teacher, homemaker, journalist, women’s club member, women’s rights activist, temperance supporter, practicing lawyer, Union Labor Party member, Knights of Labor activist, Irish Nationalist, socialist, Henry George reform advocate, Catholic Church member, Republican Party supporter and political aid, “Bull Moose” campaign worker, and Progressive reformer. Lease apparently recognized the diverse nature of her own career as an “advocate” or cause joiner when she explained in an interview toward the end of her life that she used her “energy … to advocate the cause of the underdog.” Despite her many endeavors, Lease’s contribution to the 1890s Populist movement remains her most celebrated and well-recorded role.

Mary Lease’s Populist Party story particularly illustrates how gender conventions and the related complexities of class and ethnic identity shaped late-nineteenth-century American politics. An investigation of how and why Lease moved into overtly public activities at a time when women’s access to public political realms was severely limited reveals how women’s status was changing during this dynamic period. Lease’s political success and national fame developed in part because she quickly learned how to manipulate American political culture and use traditional male party-politicking styles to assume a public platform. Opponents attacked Lease’s presumed gender-role deviance by portraying her as a man, as physically masculine, as an unfit mother, and as a general threat to the social order. Lease’s supporters extolled her reputed masculine traits while simultaneously linking her political work with feminine purity, moral virtue, maternalism, and social uplift.

Opponents’ comments equating her behavior with manliness suggested that Lease violated social norms and likewise insinuated that her supporters were tainted, or at least politically misled, by heeding the council of a deviant and degraded female. Lease and her supporters freely oscillated between associating her political work with socially prescribed masculine, aggressive behavior and with feminine domestic virtue, suggesting that gendered political discourse was increasingly fluid as Gilded Age society broke down Victorian gender-role hegemony. Lease utilized and in fact exploited feminine and masculine sex-role ideals to justify her Populist Party activities, to defend herself against opponents’ attacks, and to champion particular political candidates. Just as effectively, Lease’s opponents ridiculed her political work with derisive gendered language, because this type of stereotyping language was widely understood and appealed to many, even though these anti-Populists probably most feared her class-conscious calls for a people’s revolt.

Certainly other women, such as Lease’s fellow Kansas Populist Annie Diggs, assumed important roles on the political stage within the Populist Party, but, as one newspaper wrote, Lease simply was “the most famous woman orator of the century.” Although the notoriety of Lease’s radical economic activism was rarely rivaled, the gendered responses she encountered reflected the larger political rhetoric of the late-nineteenth century in which ideas of manliness and femininity constructed both political language and behavior. An examination of Lease’s celebrated Populist Party speeches along with opponents’ and supporters’ responses exposes how gender ideals and gendered discourse shaped her political efforts and, in consequence, the agrarian revolt itself to some extent. Such a study also illuminates the ways in which contending partisan newspapers commonly employed gendered rhetoric to attack political opponents. This article analyzes newspaper accounts of Lease’s Populist Party political career as well as her few recorded speeches during the 1890s to assess the ways in which the era’s gender ideals both shaped and portrayed Lease’s participation in the radical agrarian reform movement. Americans’ gendered responses to Lease’s public activism revealed how profoundly gender norms shaped Gilded Age political rhetoric. In fact, despite her militant calls for class warfare and her anticapitalist remarks, it was Lease’s gender and her assumed defiance of gender roles that generated the vast majority of criticism.


and comments from her political opponents and supporters alike.

While social mores continued to encourage women to conform to the “cult of domesticity” even after the Civil War, some women, Mary Lease among them, were instead becoming more politically active as the nineteenth century progressed.\(^5\) Lease and other public women did not wholly reject the domestic ideology, but they did transform it for their own personal and political purposes. Accompanying the separate-spheres ideology was the somewhat paradoxical notion of female civic duty. Lease used the concepts of female civic duty and women’s presumed “moral authority” to enter the public sphere, but once there she adopted traditionally masculine political styles such as campaigning, debating, orating, running for office, and verbally lambasting her political opponents in public venues.\(^6\) In adjusting ideas regarding female moral authority to male partisan politicking, Lease and other politically active women defied the notion of women’s second-class citizenship and challenged long-standing notions concerning men’s and women’s public versus private spheres. As one interviewer noted, Lease “is the first woman in American politics” because, in contrast, “the Anthonys and Willards and the Stantons have only tried to annex woman’s world to politics,” whereas “Lease is mixing up with man politics and acting like a woman.”\(^7\)

Mary Lease grew up within a family of radicalized Irish immigrants and staunch Civil War Unionists, so her political awareness and subsequent movement toward “man politics” were nurtured at an early age. Her radicalism developed in large part from her parents’ experiences in Ireland, namely her Irish father’s failed attempts to rebel against local British landowners followed by her family’s risky escape from British authorities, the havoc of the potato famine, and the endemic poverty of Ireland. Mary Lease’s father, Joseph Clyens, toiled as a relatively prosperous farmer in Monaghan County, Ireland, until the potato famine forced farmers off their land and into a precarious indebted state. While still in Ireland, Clyens apparently attempted to organize a revolt against British rulers and absentee landowners. Learning of the rebellion, British authorities reportedly set out to seize and hang Clyens, forcing him and his family to flee to America. Like thousands of their Irish Catholic tenant-farmer compatriots evicted in Ireland by British authorities, the Clyens family traveled to America in poverty.

Soon after the family’s arrival in America, Mary was born in 1853, in Ridgway, Pennsylvania. According to Lease, her “father was an Irish exile” who “was banished from Ireland” and thus “fled to America with a price set upon his head and his property confiscated by the English crown.” In fact, Lease explicitly attributed her radical spirit and candid hatred of the British, particularly the British financial elite, to her father. “He took up arms against the British government,” Lease recalled in one address, and hence “I came by my rebellious spirit honestly.”\(^8\)

Mary’s “rebellious spirit” and movement toward political activism were further fueled when, as an adult, she witnessed and experienced severe agricultural hardships. After the Civil War, she moved to Osage Mission, Kansas, in order to take a teaching job at a mission school. There she met and married Charles Lease, a successful pharmacist who owned his own business called City Drug Store. However, the Leases confronted financial ruin during the depression that struck America in 1873. The impoverished Lease family moved to Denison, Texas, from Ireland with a price set to America. Like thousands of their Irish Catholic tenant-farmer compatriots evicted in Ireland by British authorities, the Clyens family traveled to America in poverty.
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where Charles worked as a drugstore clerk and Mary as a laundress. In 1883 the family moved back to rural Kansas and lived on a farm that Mary recalled as “dreary, monotonous, hard, bleak, and uninspiring.” Only a year later the family moved to the city of Wichita, where Charles returned to work as a pharmacist. Although Mary Lease’s time as a farmer was relatively short, she gained an understanding of the interconnected problems of political disempowerment, environmental hardship, and the endemic poverty plaguing America’s agricultural communities. Her firsthand experiences with farmer impoverishment along with her long-standing and passionate commitment to radical Irish Nationalism would soon allow her to effectively communicate and personally connect with agrarian reform audiences.

As Mary Lease and American farmers observed the economic cycle of declining agricultural commodity prices combined with escalating farmer debts during the 1870s and 1880s, Lease began to accuse the federal government, under Republican Party control, of engaging in what she would later describe as a “fraud against the people.” In fact, Lease came to the conclusion that the Republican Party worked on behalf of monopolies by allocating money, land, and transportation resources to such powers at the expense of working people. Several other interconnected issues also angered Lease and others in the Midwestern, Western, and Southern agricultural communities: a national banking system seemingly biased against agriculture, the removal of Civil War “greenbacks” from circulation and the related problems of currency contraction, the seemingly unstoppable decline of agricultural prices in a glutted market, high protective tariffs that aided manufacturers and hurt farmers’ buying power, government legislative actions ostensibly in favor of railroads and other monopolies, and the demonetization of silver.

These concerns regarding perceived and real government trade discrimination and economic favoritism would soon fuel the Populist movement, which sought to politically and economically empower farmers and workers and challenge the corporate, financial, and political elites. The Populist movement evolved during the
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1890s as the most visible and well-organized expression of farmers’ fears concerning wealth inequality, corporate power, worker exploitation, and generalized anxieties over the seemingly chaotic state of a nation moving toward modernity. Populists approved of the basic features of capitalism such as property rights, a system of wage labor, and a market framework of commodity exchange, but only so long as those features functioned within the context of a government-regulated, nonmonopolistic economic system.11

Within the Kansas political realm, Mary Lease and the Populists believed that Republican legislators manipulated local and national economies at the expense of “the people” by granting northeastern financial institutions and corporations, particularly railroad monopolies, large monetary and land subsidies in various Midwestern localities. Beyond these troubles, the agricultural bust in Kansas accelerated in 1888 when drought, dust storms, heat, cyclones, and successive blizzards destroyed crops and land values collapsed. Eastern investors thereafter cut the flow of credit to the West by calling in their loans during these successive economic slowdowns. Many farmers could accept yearly crop-yield fluctuations based upon unpredictable weather conditions, but vacillations in crop prices that they believed could be influenced or controlled by Republican federal or state policies angered them. Such frustration would prompt Lease, along with thousands of other Kansas farmers and workers fearful of unrestrained capitalist growth, to demand government regulation and oversight of the nation’s economic markets in an effort to protect “the people.”12 So it was the economic turmoil consuming Gilded Age America, along with her personal experiences, that nurtured Lease’s radicalism to the point of propelling her into the public political domain.

Mary Lease became a nationally renowned Populist Party orator in the 1890s, stirring crowds with her radical comments regarding the nation’s afflictions of wealth stratification, farmer impoverishment, corporate monopoly, and class conflict. Many of her Populist ideas had been formulated when she had worked with the Knights of Labor during the previous decade. The Knights of Labor encouraged women to join local assemblies and hired women, including Lease, as lecturers and organizers. Thousands of Irish American women joined the Knights of Labor and other trade unions during the late-nineteenth century. Irish culture had traditionally valued women’s economic contributions to their family units, so this type of labor-related activism was regarded as socially acceptable and within the parameters of Irish American women’s long-standing familial economic roles.13 Lease hailed the Knights for working for the “toiling masses” to gain “a proper share of the wealth” in America, for combating “the jeering Sams-pons of corporation and monopoly,” and for halting “the march of oppression” that workers confronted. Also appealing to Lease was the Knights’ endorsement of women’s suffrage. Indeed, Lease expressed pride in being a Knights member because “that was the organization that first recognized that women were human beings.”14 While a few other notable Irish American women, such as Mary Harris “Mother” Jones, crossed over from trade unionism to more radical economic activism, most female Irish immigrants viewed their trade unionism in pragmatic “bread-and-butter” terms and not as a challenge to patriarchy and exclusive male political participation.15 Lease’s oratorical skills were irresistible to the emerging Populist Party even as many of her Irish American compatriots remained skeptical of women’s overt political activism.

The Populist Party was a farmers’ political and social revolt against what they perceived as the excesses, oligarchic control, political manipulation, and corruption of big businesses and financial institutions of the late-nineteenth century. Kansas became a hotbed for the Populist revolt during the 1890s as farmers there struggled with wide-ranging problems such as environmental crop destruction,
the decline of agricultural prices, railroad and grain-elevator operators’ high rates, political marginalization, the boom-bust economic cycle, and generalized economic hardship. Mary Lease quickly attracted and energized listeners during these depression years because of her ability to define farmers’ financial frustrations in rather simplistic, straightforward terms. During one Populist campaign speech, Lease allegedly informed her audience that “the most tremendous social and political revolution” was sweeping over the nation. Commenting on such speeches, a Republican critic insisted that Lease “was sometimes a bit of a demagogue” who knew less than he about the fundamental causes of the Populist uprising, but because “it was an uprising, she rode the waves” and “flashed across Kansas in that day of turmoil.” After an interview with Lease, another reporter said Lease impressed him “as one of those radical, strong, warm natures which feels and has impulses rather than thoughts. She can see a wrong and feel an injury quickly, but would be slow and far from sure in her remedies. Her mind is untrained, and while displaying plenty of a certain sort of power, is illogical, lacks sequence and scatters like a 10-gauge gun.”

Lease’s speeches were not infused with cogent economic theories, as she was not a scholar, or peppered with specific details about the complexities of farmer discontent, but these omissions made little difference to her supporters. She was able to translate and convey abstract ideas about interest rates, stocks, financial capital, and corporate trade into a clear and comprehensible message. When Lease lobbied for issues, ranging from antimonopoly legislation to women’s suffrage, she typically divided the world into two clear, distinct categories: the oppressors versus the oppressed, or the good versus the bad. Lease “is not the sort of woman,” wrote one of her contemporaries, “to be shelved without a protest,” so listeners always knew exactly where she stood on any given issue. The uncompromisingly radical nature of her speeches attracted Populists looking for someone or something to blame for farmer and worker suffering and likewise gave her political opponents plenty of rhetorical ammunition with which to publicly attack her.

Recognizing her tremendous oratorical abilities after listening to her speeches at one of their founding conventions in Topeka during June 1890, Kansas Populist Party officials asked Mary Lease to officially lecture on behalf of their new political organization in preparation for the fall elections. Lease accepted the offer and began traveling throughout Kansas as a stump speaker rallying voters for the third party. She encouraged listeners to translate their evident rage over economic privation into concrete action in the form of Populist Party political participation. Although the Populist Party disseminated information concerning its activities and goals through organizational meetings, picnics, parades, songs, print literature, and person-to-person conversations, hired lecturers were the mainstay of the party’s political campaigns at every level and in every state in which the party organized. Consequently, Lease delivered at least 160 speeches in Kansas and elsewhere during the 1890 campaign alone. She would later travel throughout the nation campaigning for the national Populist Party during the presidential elections of 1892 and 1896, gaining a reputation as one of America’s leading and most dynamic speakers. Lease’s oratorical skills and her ability to clearly and succinctly communicate the Populist message helped to transform the movement from a local, grassroots, amorphous protest group into a nationally organized political party.

Mary Lease’s evangelist-style speeches stirred listeners’ emotions and roused their anger over the seemingly ubiquitous “money power” in America. Her speeches more closely resembled religious revival oratory than any sort of constrained academic, political language, prompting her opponents to mock that she encouraged chaos and “hollering crowds.” Linking Christianity and Populism, Lease compared the crucifixion of Jesus to the farmer’s mortgage indebtedness, a connection that effectively dramatized her case and imbued her audiences with a sense that they were crusading for a righteous cause. She sprinkled her speeches with phrases from the Bible. Consequently, some of Lease’s opponents denounced Lease as a “self-styled evangelist” creating a “new faith.” Nevertheless, Lease’s ability to present the Populist movement as a religious crusade helped her to legitimize the agrarian revolt and simultaneously attract new People’s
antebellum religious revivals. It was Lease’s focus upon economic issues along with her exceptional, almost ministerial, oratorical abilities that enabled her to move into the male political realm, where she worked to coalesce agrarian, labor, and women’s-rights supporters.

Those late-nineteenth-century Americans such as Mary Lease who joined the Populist movement believed that the greatest social evils plaguing America were wealth stratification, the maldistribution of property, and the exploitation of the working and agrarian classes. Class conflict jolted America during the Gilded Age as the nation adjusted to the labor, economic, and agricultural changes associated with the growth, expansion, and ultimate hegemony of modern industrial capitalism. Labor and agrarian radicals such as Lease believed American society was afflicted by perpetual class conflict in which the “Jay Gould monopolists,” “monied power,” “new Slave Power” of “railroad thieves,” “monopolist kings,” corrupt bankers, unscrupulous British and other “foreign” investors, and “stock-gambling millionaires” were ruining America. For Lease, monopolies were neither natural nor essential to capitalism since in her view they sprang forth after business competition, economic discrimination, and financial corruption went unchecked. She argued that a redistribution of wealth and property was necessary to counter the wealth- and power-centralizing trends plaguing America. According to Lease, many Populists, and American labor reformers, the “land robbers” and the “monied men” who controlled property and were protected by corrupt politicians remained the central problems debilitating the nation. “The people are at bay,” threatened Lease, “let
the blood hounds of money who have dogged them so far 
beware.”21

That Mary Lease inspired agrarian protests and 
roused class resentments brought her notoriety, but 
that she was a female orator remains particularly 
significant. If gender ideals such as the domestic ideology 
continued to act as strong societal forces, then how and 
why was Mary Lease, as a woman, able to enter the Popu-
list Party’s political center stage? Lease used her Populist 
campaign platform to discuss her party’s proposed reforms 
such as railroad rate regulation, wage and hours laws, 
and tax and election reform, yet she also used this stage 
to campaign for women’s equality and women’s suffrage. 
The Populist movement itself had very little to say about 
the status of women in America. Likewise, the movement 
never contemplated the interconnected problems of gen-
der and economic inequity or sought to substantially in-
corporate women’s rights issues into its vision for America. 
Yet the Populist movement attracted support from those 
seeking to challenge the political and economic elite, which 
might have meant, by extension or consequence, a concur-
rent challenge to the entrenched class and gender orders. 
The Granger movement and the Farmers’ Alliance move-
ment of the Midwest and West, both of which were cooper-
avtive organizations that acted as precursors to the People’s 
Party, had traditionally encouraged local female member-
ship, political partisanship, campaign work, and even orga-
nizational leadership and thus profoundly influenced the 
evolution of gender dynamics within the third party. The 
Republican press even feared the potential independent 
political power of the Farmers’ Alliance and consequently 
intentionally exaggerated the extent to which women con-
trolled the organization. The Topeka Daily Capital wrote that 
“the Farmers’ Alliance of Kansas was largely controlled by 
women in 1888, the farmers’ wives surpassing their hus-
bands in the work of organizing against the old parties.” 
The Farmers’ Alliance attracted many politically ambitious 
women such as Lease who assumed some leadership re-
sponsibilities within their local organizations.22 These po-
liticized women soon turned their energies to the Popu-
list Party in order to join and support a movement they 
believed would reform a political system that ignored the 
plight of farmers.

With its political emphasis turned toward economic 
reform, the 1890s Populist Party did offer a relatively egal-
itarian vision of men’s and women’s roles and provided
women with a more hospitable and socially equitable en-
vironment than did the dominant Republican and Dem-
ocratic Parties. The Populists’ skepticism regarding the 
limitless advantages and assured upward mobility that 
hard work, discipline, and morality would bring to all indi-
viduals helped to break down dominant views concerning 
the validity of laissez-faire government policies. At the 
same time, Populists challenged middle-class cultural val-
ues generally, including those related to gender, and con-
sequently offered women more significant roles than did 
the “old parties.” Lease and her allies in fact defended her 
political activities by employing ideas regarding women’s 
moral authority and by arguing that the “political misman-
agement” of the “old parties” dominated by men had led 
the nation to a state of decay, corruption, and decadence. 
Thus, they claimed that Populist men and women alike 
needed to purify and reform the political realm. Articulat-
ing the connection between politics, female purity, and the 
home, or the public and private spheres, Lease contested 
that “politics” is “the foundation of the home,” and there-
fore “women have resolutely entered that domain of poli-
tics and bid fair to maintain there.”23 On the one hand, the 
Populists turned away from the trappings of traditional 
middle-class gender ideology; on the other hand, they used 
these same conventional views regarding female domestic-
ity to allow for and even champion Lease as a woman in 
politics.

Mary Lease’s tremendous oratorical abilities, along 
with the Populist movement’s general challenge to the status quo, ultimately permitted her to assume a central 
role within the party hierarchy as a political lecturer. Both 
supporters and opponents agreed that Lease’s oratory was 
extraordinary. Populist broadsides advertised her upcom-
ing speaking engagements by announcing that she had a 
“tongue tipped with eloquence.” A contemporary claimed 
that Lease “had a voice like the roaring of many waters, 
and her words seemed to have a hypnotic effect on her au-
dience.” The Chicago Herald insisted that “her magnetism 
and popularity as a speaker are unique and wonderful.”
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A Pennsylvania newspaper ranked Lease as “one of the world’s greatest orators,” while another observer argued that Lease’s voice could “win her audience over if any one can.” With countless other accounts describing her spell-binding, exceptional voice, the historical record clearly attests that Lease possessed a remarkable gift for oratory. Moreover, whether endorsing Lease by praising her “able” and “entertaining” speeches or denigrating her by referring to her as a “dragon,” or even as a satanic figure, the press consistently recorded her political orations, which ultimately helped to popularize her and her many causes.

Compliments and criticisms of Mary Lease’s lecturing suggested that oratorical success had certain gendered parameters that equated “good” public oratory with masculine sounds and manly traits. Supporters attributed what in nineteenth-century terms would have been masculine characteristics to Lease when praising her lecturing style, indicating that she spoke in a “forcible and logical style” and exhibited “physical endurance” during her lengthy speeches. In the same vein, perhaps the most common gendered attack leveled against Lease by political opponents involved describing her voice as “masculine,” that of a “man-woman,” resembling a “war whoop,” and seemingly “more male than female.” By routinely discussing Lease’s “man-like” traits, particularly her masculine voice, her adversaries inadvertently acknowledged that Lease was an important political actor. Lease’s “masculine voice howls” noted an observer, while another editorial insisted that her oratory exhibited “a strength in her endurance which is not the possession of many of her sex.” Wichita Republican Victor Murdock vividly described Lease’s “unequalled” voice as “authoritative” with a low “contralto” tone that “could command an audience.”

Another reporter discussed Lease’s “strong man’s voice,” whereas a different editorial offered her a backhanded compliment by stating that her voice had an “entire absence of that femininity of voice, which so often makes the expounders of women’s rights doctrines ridiculous on the platform.” In an article noting how several people mistook her for a man, a reporter said of Lease that “as every one knows her voice is noted for its masculinity.” Lease apparently explained in an interview that her political lecturing work did not “unsex me,” but the interviewer still concluded that “Lease somewhat unsexed herself by her indulgence in turbulent and inflammatory discourse” and by discussing “grave and serious governmental problems.” It is unsurprising that Lease’s voice stirred opponents’ intense resentments and gendered mockery because her oratorical gifts were routinely quoted and commended by political supporters.

In a period when many public officials and private citizens agreed that women’s disenfranchisement and political marginalization were simply an “accident of gender,” Mary Lease’s political activities incited much public criticism for moving beyond accepted gender boundaries. One Republican newspaper chastised Lease’s party’s “monopoly of the women speakers,” informing readers that the Republican Party was more relevant than the Populists because “time spent by the women speakers is wasted.” As a woman defying the “cult of true womanhood,” Lease routinely confronted gender-specific verbal attacks that lacked any relevance to the reforms she proposed. Critics of Populism ridiculed Lease’s apparent challenge to female domesticity and submissiveness. These opponents proclaimed, for instance, that Lease’s “ambitious and aggressive” public lecturing brought about her acute rheumatism, which could have been avoided if she had properly kept to “housekeeping.” A popular nineteenth-century social critic named John Young explained that a “lady is always unobtrusive, never talks loudly, or laughs boisterously, or does anything to attract attention of the passers-by.”
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however, “manifests her disposition to annihilate anyone who dares to oppose her,” declared an adversary attempting to demonstrate that her confrontational demeanor contrasted drastically with social norms and advice manuals encouraging female passivity.30

Mary Lease certainly did appear to violate John Young’s female ideal as her contemporaries testified that she maintained a loud and boisterous voice, and her opponents accused her of disregarding other conventional standards of female behavior. With no equally public and vocal female counterpart in the Kansas Republican and Democratic Parties, anti-Populists easily linked Mary Lease’s public activism to the defilement of “true womanhood” and used her speeches as evidence that Populism threatened the traditional social order. The viciousness of some of these attacks suggested that opponents probably feared her strength in galvanizing Populist Party constituents, so they employed popularly understood gendered discourse to counter Lease’s influence. Opponents of Populism commonly turned to several gendered themes when attacking Lease and her party, namely, Lease’s apparent neglect of her domestic duties, her manly attributes, her dress and physical appearance, her gender-role deviance within her family, and her demasculinized husband. Lease responded to such criticisms by upholding the sanctity of motherhood, equating Populist reforms and women’s rights with social uplift, and publicizing the Populist Party as the protector of the “true” family ideal. Both opponents and supporters of the agrarian revolt utilized the discourse of gender to explain Lease’s public behavior and to define and delineate the appropriate boundaries of women’s public and private activities.31
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A nti-Populist newspaper editors routinely used gendered name-calling as a political device to chastise Mary Lease and other Populists and to mock their agrarian reform agenda. Republican Party and other anti-Populist press railed against Lease and her party by referring to Lease as a “rabble rousing female fanatic,” a “demagogess,” “the people’s party Amazon,” and even as a “she hyena.” While the opposition press commonly used derogatory names to designate male Populists such as Kansan Jeremiah Simpson, who was referred to as “Sockless Jerry,” they clearly focused upon Lease’s sexuality and physical appearance in their nicknaming endeavors. Whereas Simpson gained his nickname after he argued that his Republican political opponent purchased expensive socks that Simpson could not afford, opponents called attention to Lease’s seemingly unfeminine attributes by labeling her as “sexless as a cyclone” and a “Patrick Henry in petticoats.”32 “Mrs. Lease calls Jerry Simpson the ‘Abraham Lincoln of the West,’ and Jerry Simpson calls Mrs. Lease the ‘Modern Joan of Arc,’” but, an Atchison Daily Globe writer speculated, “Lease resembles Joan of Arc in nothing except that she is a woman, and even this has been doubted. Some people say she is a man, and that her real name is Bill Lease.”33

Mary Lease’s outward appearance, attire, and fashion sense were routinely discussed by the press, exposing the societal emphasis upon appropriate female dress and gendered beauty norms. Discussions of Lease’s physical appearance and dress-reform proposals appeared in the political sections of newspapers and were used by editors of all political views to both belittle and extol Populism. Lease regarded women’s restrictive and uncomfortable clothing as “relics of barbarism.”34 Responding to her chal-
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Mary Elizabeth Lease

William Allen White, Republican editor of the Emporia Gazette, described Lease as “sexless as a cyclone. … She had no sex appeal—none!” Partisan newspapers of the era tended to harshly criticize all of their political opponents, but Lease encountered more explicit and virulent attacks concerning her physical appearance than did her male Populist colleagues.

Along with gendered political discourse contemplating Mary Lease’s physical appearance, opponents considered the physical hazards of female public political agitation. One editorial argued that activist women such as Lease, Anthony, and the militant British suffragist Emmeline Pankhurst actually underwent physical changes as a result of their public political agitation. In an article titled “Astonishing Physical Changes Wrought in Her by Her Efforts in the Recent Great Political Campaign,” a New York World reporter maintained that women such as Lease experienced “changes in face and figure” due to their activism. This pseudoscientific study insisted that Lease developed a “thin-lipped mouth” because she spoke too frequently, and that her hands were thin, nervous, and sensitive, apparently the result of too much gesturing and gavel wielding. Several other newspapers published articles concerning Lease’s physical dimensions, including the widths and lengths of her individual body parts as well as how her physical makeup had changed over her time as a public figure. In other words, readers were forewarned that female political activities eventually caused unwelcome and potentially dangerous physical changes in women. In an article titled “The Physiognomy of Mrs. Mary E. Lease,” a different reporter, though sympathetic to the Populist cause, confessed that Lease’s frame “has a large degree of both the feminine and masculine,” a condition attributable to her demeanor and occupation. Given that gender ideals instructed women to behave in a deferential, submissive manner, opponents and even some supporters interpreted

Lease’s nondeferential public politicking and general willingness to strongly assert her views as evidence of her physical manliness. To legitimate Mary Lease’s public activism and the Populist reforms she endorsed, her supporters responded to such attacks by highlighting her femininity and domesticity. For instance, when promoting one of Lease’s speaking tours, a supportive paper commented that Lease maintained “a strong maternal affection,” exhibited “a deep love of domestic enjoyment,” and was “a Joan of Arc of moral reform.” Another sympathizer assured readers that Lease was indeed fully female despite critics’ comments to the contrary, while other supporters emphasized her delicate features, insisting that Lease was attractive, eloquent, sported a stylish hairdo, and dressed in the latest fashions. In an article subtitled “Not a Masculine Woman,” one partially sympathetic reporter described Lease’s physical makeup and feminine adornments, and assured readers that after careful examination she in fact was “very feminine” and “woman all over.” Lease herself deflected explicitly gendered criticisms about her physical appearance by claiming that opponents mocked her looks and called her a “female tramp” simply to mask the fact that she was encouraging “a most wonderful uprising of the people” in which poor farmers and workers were challenging the economic and political elites. In other words, anti-Populists utilized gendered discourse to counter Lease’s class antagonism and trump Populist economic reforms.

On several occasions during the 1890s, Kansas Populists considered Mary Lease’s candidacy for different political offices, including the U.S. Senate, the U.S. House of Representatives, the Kansas governorship, and various Kansas state offices. Public discussions of Lease’s possible campaigns exposed the myriad of gendered remarks opponents could use to ridicule her and the Populists. Some critics called Lease a “Senatrix” and a “politicianess,” and one journalist warned Kansans of the dangers of living “under petticoat government” if Lease was elected as governor or a senator for their state. A Republican paper objected to Lease’s senatorial bid “because she could not stand up at the bar and take a drink with her brother senators,” apparently an important component of the fraternal male political order. Another paper simply stated that Lease’s female “nervous system” could not endure the trials of legislating, which were “not encountered in housekeeping.” Insinuating that Lease’s “unfeminine” campaign endeavors would lead to ill repute, an anti-Populist writer contended that many “pure American girls and women … through their [political] ambition have become first the toys and then the cast-aways of men … [and] public servants.” Republicans lambasted Populists for contemplating the political nomination of a “vindictive” and unbalanced woman and likewise warned readers that such potential “petticoat” rule endangered society. In highlighting Lease’s gender and hence her defunct political abilities, the Republican press ridiculed the Populists while simultaneously presenting its own party as reliable, strong, logical, rational, and committed to manly political action. “Mrs. Lease’s chief qualification for the position of congressman-at-large,” jeered the opposition press, “is probably the easy and graceful manner she has of being at large.” Because her public political endeavors diverged so markedly from the activities of most nineteenth-century American women, Lease was an obvious target for those seeking to denounce Populism.

Discussions of Mary Lease’s possible legislative nomination particularly inspired opponents to label Lease as a socially corruptive “man-woman,” meaning a dangerous outlier who adopted deviant gendered personas that, unfortunately, other women might emulate. When reports circulated concerning Lease’s possible run for public office, one paper declared that she behaved “like a gentleman,” and another proclaimed that Lease “wears the breeches in a real as well as a figurative sense.” In portraying Lease as a man, a journalist wrote that “it is hoped that Mrs. Lease shaved before she went to Washington,” since “the last time the [Atchison] Globe saw her she had a growth of hairs on her chin that looked bad.” Opponents likewise expressed concern regarding the potentially harmful affects such a “man-woman” could have upon society if elected. One political opponent feared Lease’s “unfeminine demagoguery” and her negative influence upon Kansas and asked Kansans to reject Lease’s political ideas in order to “save posterity from ignominious extinction.” Several opposition papers expressed concern regarding Lease’s “demoralizing influence” upon the girls of Kansas because her public be-
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behavior apparently encouraged them to adopt masculine manners and other deviant gender-role characteristics. In addition, the opposition argued that men who championed Lease’s political candidacy and who heeded her political advice would themselves become feminized and humiliated. They would be better served reading cookbooks and staying out of the masculine realm of serious political debate, claimed these critics. Others, aiming to challenge the legitimacy of the People’s Party, charged that the movement was under the command of women such as Lease. Populist “men didn’t do much” and “only acted as scene shifters and s[t]upes,” sneered one such critic, because Lease and other female Populist activists such as Annie Diggs “were the stars in the play.” This confused gender hierarchy, warned critics, made Populism a dangerous force.41

If political adversaries derided Mary Lease’s bids for elective office in gendered terms, her supporters were no less eager to use gender to defend her political activism. Populists and women’s rights advocates who defended Lease’s political work espoused gendered notions concerning women’s moral superiority, piety, and pure feminine vulnerability. The Farmer’s Wife, an 1890s women’s journal that supported the Populist Party, declared that because of “her true woman’s heart beating and aching for the oppressed and homeless … as only a mother can plead,” Lease would naturally protect the American family if appointed to the U.S. Senate.

Advocate, a Populist newspaper, demanded that the Republicans halt their “malicious libels,” as Lease was a devoted mother. Lease’s supporters defended her political participation by highlighting her pious maternal behavior and domestic devotion. The 1892 Populist presidential candidate, General James B. Weaver, stated that Lease was “struggling for the outcast and oppressed children” and equated her political work with nurturing female protection.42

Anti-Populists countered such rhetoric by portraying Mary Lease as an unfit wife and mother and denouncing the Populist Party for supporting a deviant woman who apparently ignored her female duties. Political opponents claimed Lease was “never at home” and “can’t teach her own children.” “Mrs. Lease cannot be with us on the occasion of our big pop rally,” wrote a critic, “but we will make a terrible effort to have him here if he can get some one to wash the dishes and take care of the children while he comes.” Another jeered that Lease was home so infrequently that her children did not think of their home as having a mother.43 A Republican newspaper indicated that an “Eastern magazine” had published an article called “The Home Life of Mrs. Lease,” which prompted the writer to mock that “Lease will probably read it with considerable curiosity.” Still another critic asserted that Lease claimed to be “in favor of a peaceful and harmonious fireside” but wondered “why she so persistently absents herself therefrom?” Other papers ridiculed Lease’s deficient mothering capabilities by playing off her alleged “To Raise Less Corn and More Hell” speech. The Concordia Times observed that “Lease has been devoting altogether too much attention to raising cane in the field of Kansas politics and too little attention to raising her children.”44 With motherhood so central to the nineteenth-century female domestic ideal, anti-Populists easily waged such attacks upon Lease, who actually was often on the campaign trail, by calling her a manly politician who neglected her familial roles and evidently lacked ‘natural’ maternal skills.

Mary Lease in fact remained firmly tied to the notion that women best served their nation and community through motherhood, and she regarded motherhood as women’s central and most important social role, despite her calls for women’s direct involvement in the political sphere. Lease flatly stated that she maintained “the greatest abhorrence for childless women.”
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In an interview, she linked the sanctity of motherhood to the fulfillment and value of womanhood and stated that “woman’s part in the economy of nature is first and distinctively most important, that of motherhood.” Lease reasoned that their mothering responsibilities made women “more spiritually developed” than men, so women should naturally “take a conscious part in the active life of the world.” Lease used personal interviews as an avenue to profess her devotion to her family but also to explain that although her special role as a woman in society related to mothering, that role needed protection through women’s influence in the public sphere. She reasoned that mothers already influenced, guided, and taught the nation’s future male policy-makers, so women were obviously fit and deserving of the franchise. In interviews, Lease deflected opponents’ criticisms by portraying herself as a model “republican” mother who wished to influence both the public and private spheres in order to protect her children and rear virtuous, patriotic citizens.45

In turning the domestic maternal ideology to her political advantage, Lease simultaneously portrayed herself as pious, moral, and feminine and commanding, authoritative, and masculine. She used language relating to women’s presumed maternal and moral authority that she had learned while working with the Woman’s Christian Temperance Union (WCTU) when the rhetoric suited her own political purposes. The WCTU argued that women would use the vote to protect the American family by passing temperance laws and other implicitly profamily legislation that male legislators disregarded as they wrangled for greater personal power. Lease reasoned, for instance, that “intelligent and progressive women” must enter “the political arena for the purpose of setting men right” and because “where woman is excluded is not a fit place for human beings.” “The ballot is power” and should be granted to women, Lease remarked, and “power makes respect, and, when placed in the hands of the homekeepers of this nation, it will be a power for uplifting humanity, and women’s wants will not be treated with contempt, as they are to-day.” She likewise argued that with both temperance legislation and women’s suffrage enacted, political corruption would subside, saloons would shut down, and a general “uplifting of humanity” would occur. Lease insisted that women’s purity, piety, and legislative input were needed to cleanse the national political realm and to “strike down the beasts of drunkenness and lust.” Like the WCTU leader Frances Willard, Lease linked motherhood, Christianity, patriotism, and women’s moral authority to legitimize and justify her calls for women’s political rights. Lease’s supporters also utilized the WCTU’s ideas when advertising her lecture engagements, insisting that Lease was a “prohibitionist” seeking “to cure drunkards” as well as “a promoter of patriotism” who politically acted as “a defender of homes.”46

Lease rejected arguments concerning women’s inept political abilities and demonstrated early on that she was more radical and vocal than most suffragists. While Lease certainly utilized traditional arguments regarding women’s presumed moral superiority when countering claims that women should not enter politics, she nonetheless adopted a masculine persona when asserting her Populist views. Lease neither flinched from nor apologized for uttering harsh partisan comments during public political debates, even after listeners recorded that Lease gave her opponents “bitter tongue lashings” and portrayed her as rejecting the idealized domestic paradigm. Lease believed her political objectives were best met by influencing politicians and setting policies from within political circles, not by cautiously pressuring men indirectly from outside the political realm. She constantly expressed her belief in “women’s rights and the political equality of the sexes” and asked men to “give the women a chance” to reform society through the vote and direct political actions. Lease’s Populist speeches lambasted bankers and monopolists but also the nation’s “great big male oligarchy,” which she believed manipulated the political system and wrongly controlled the nation’s wealth. The New York World apparently mocked Lease’s outspoken women’s rights efforts by insisting that the “proper balance of the social order,” meaning the “supremacy of man,” was not seriously threatened by Lease since she was more interested in the “proper” placement of her bonnet.47 However, opponents’ repeated attacks upon Lease probably reflected their fears concerning the influence of her women’s rights message.


Mary Lease cannot be neatly classified as a “new woman” feminist, meaning the women’s rights model of the independent, educated, middle-class woman publicly lobbying for legal and sexual equality; seeking self-fulfillment; and shunning assumptions of female dependence, morality, and religiously defined gender roles. As a daughter of Catholic immigrants reared within a working-poor family who lived through the trials of the Civil War, Lease’s experiences and worldview were naturally quite different from those of the typically younger, middle-class, native-born, bourgeois “new” American women. Lease’s feminism, moreover, differed from that of many of her middle-class suffragist contemporaries because it was mixed with her militant discussions of class warfare, wealth inequality, and farmer and labor economic exploitation. Her suffrage speeches in fact often focused upon women’s economic empowerment, not simply their domestic contributions, as she demanded that women earn a fair living wage in order to advance their independence. Although in some speeches she justified her calls for women’s equality with the popular moral-authority argument commonly used by her contemporaries, Lease more often than not simply stated that women were equal to men and should be treated as such in all areas of society.

Whereas her political supporters championed Lease’s direct oratorical style, her opponents employed gendered ideas concerning female “indecision” or “confusion” to mock Lease and her fellow women’s rights and Populist advocates. Whether or not Lease uttered conflicting statements in her speeches or during interviews, her opponents insisted that she exhibited traits understood as specifically female, such as indecisiveness, nervous-system deficiency, and wavering mental capacity. Lease did inject her speeches with what her listeners could legitimately argue were inherently inconsistent and incongruous statements. On women’s rights, for instance, Lease vacillated between utilizing U.S. constitutional theory and the argument for women’s moral authority to bolster and defend her views. This seemingly contradictory defense of women’s rights was part of Lease’s larger oratorical style. Her sometimes theoretically paradoxical style enabled critics to denounce her “natural” female indecision or “floopiness” even if at the same time she was exhibiting a traditionally male style of manipulating arguments to appease different audiences or constituencies. An editorial attributed Lease’s “highly paradoxical and wobbly” positions to “effeminate weakness” and to the fact that “she follows her affections and refuses to heed the plain dictate of her delicate judgment,” meaning she refused to conform to appropriate female roles. One nonpartisan paper contended that Lease was “a woman with masculine desires” but “never gives up the feminine privilege of acting contrary.” Political opponents ridiculed Lease and the Populist reforms she proposed by associating the party with women who were “uncontrolled by reason and delicacy” and thus were unfit for public pursuits. Therefore, the anti-Populist message claimed that heeding the advice of Lease, an irrational and impulsive person, was unwise, yet to be expected from women. A Republican newspaper attempting to mock Lease’s indecision actually provided insight into the nature and causes of her tremendous popularity within Populist Party circles: “Mrs. Lease may tell one story at 1 o’clock and another at 2; but whatever story she tells, she is always interesting.” That Lease was so “interesting,” charismatic, emotional, and direct enabled her to attract large crowds and set herself apart from other political campaigners of her day.

The anti-Populist press did not reserve its criticisms solely for Mary Lease. Her husband, Charles Lease, a pharmacist who was not a Populist activist, also confronted a hostile press. Nineteenth-century advice manuals informed readers that manhood or manliness involved the careful cultivation of certain characteristics and traits, including virility, physical strength, physical endurance, willpower, self-discipline, hard work, modesty, purity, social respectability, and control over one’s family. The opposition press pictured Charles as a neglected, wretched, and demasculinized man who in fact better reflected the feminine domestic ideal than did his wife. If Mary Lease was the family “man-wife,” then Charles Lease essentially adopted the conven-
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Mary Lease’s Populist speeches lambasted bankers and monopolists but also the nation’s “great big male oligarchy,” which she believed manipulated the political system and wrongly controlled the nation’s wealth. Partisan newspapers throughout the nation frequently mocked Lease, but the opposition’s repeated attacks upon her probably reflected their fears concerning the influence of her women’s rights message.

I watch her career, and feel proud that I am blessed to be the husband of such a woman. … I make home always a pleasant place for her to come to; and when she is here I take care that she is not disturbed by the children or by household cares. … Of course I cannot understand all the great questions she deals with, but I try to understand them to please her.” Lease’s political opponents discussed her marital situation and Charles’s familial role to demonstrate that the People’s Party sanctioned family deviance and, by consequence, possibly even the destruction of the American family. When Lease returned home from one of her numerous campaign tours, the opposition press mocked that “her husband feels like a new woman.”

Charles Lease was described as child-like, subservient, deferential, domestic, and exhibiting “matronly ways.” “The mother instinct is ever strong” in Charles, wrote one journalist, while another observed that the “familiar sight on Wichita streets these days is little Mr. Lease with his arms full of bundles.” One paper joked that Charles made raspberry jam simply to please Mary, and another indicated that Charles remained at home and did the housecleaning in accordance with Mary’s demands. In 1894 the Atchison Daily Globe published a mock interview with Charles and Mary Lease in which Charles was portrayed in the traditional female role and Mary in the traditional male role to illuminate his lack of manliness and her lack of wifeliness. In this interview and other articles, the opposition press referred to Mary Lease as the “man” of the family and insisted that Charles enjoyed housework, cooking, and mothering. Again hinting at an inappropriate gender-role hierarchy within the Lease family, political opponents reported that Lease’s husband, like a child, “climbed on her lap” and


pleaded for her return home. By comparing Lease’s public activism to domestic neglect, the anti-Populist press utilized ideas previously put forth by temperance advocates who argued that saloon-going, neglectful fathers and husbands were destroying the American family. In this case, Lease was ruining her home by entering politics and turning her back on her familial, domestic duties. The “wives of traveling men, in their jealousies and fears, would find a dear and sympathizing friend in Mr. Lease,” noted the Atchison Daily Globe. One of its editorials called Charles “a mere household slave and drudge,” and another of the paper’s journalists suggested that Lease sought “woman’s emancipation from man’s thralldom” and “regarded her spouse as a shining ideal of heaven-designed subjugation.” Anti-Populists routinely exploited the domestic ideology as well as conventional gender division-of-labor standards in order to call into question not only Mary Lease’s legitimacy but also the reforms she proposed.

Anti-Populist journalists commonly detailed Mary Lease’s earnings both in an attempt to connect her reform activities to some sort of politically corrupt proﬁt-making scheme and to portray Lease, as opposed to her husband, as the family provider. Despite the rising number of women entering new factory, sales, and clerk jobs in the late-nineteenth century, the entrenched gender division of labor that evolved as industrialization developed remained a powerful guiding force for businesses, families, labor unions, and politicians as their discourse continued to reﬂect and champion male breadwinning. Therefore, Lease’s ﬁnancial contribution to her family’s household income, earned in the male domain of public politics, was ripe material for opponents’ sardonic remarks. One such paper suggested that Lease was “complaining that she would have amounted to more if she had not been hampered by a family to support.”
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asked about her Populist Party campaign salary during an interview, Lease allegedly responded, “I have a family to support,” which enabled her opponents to chastise her and her husband for their inverted gender-role arrangement. “Mr. Lease has greatly risen in public respect,” proclaimed a critic, “since he threatened to lick the man who wouldn’t pay Mrs. Lease’s traveling expenses.” “Is the financial distress of the Lease family due to the failure of Mrs. Lease, as a man, to earn the living,” queried another journalist, “or the failure of Mr. Lease, as a woman, to manage domestic affairs economically?”

In 1896 Mary Lease was featured in a New York World article among “the faces that have made history.” Lease’s forceful language, intense partisanship, and boisterous calls for a people’s revolt incited strong reactions and ensured her national fame. She was “a harridan in the eyes of her enemies,” wrote a former Republican political opponent, “and a goddess to her friends.” Although Lease was unique for her time, the Populists’ acceptance of Lease and other female activists, such as Annie Diggs, Sarah Emery, and Eva McDonald Valesh, attested to the tradition of female political participation in the “frontier” lands of the Midwest and West but also exposed the breakdown in long-standing gender conventions based upon pseudoscientific explanations concerning the “naturalness” of gendered political roles as the twentieth century approached and the Progressive era’s “new woman” replaced the Victorian era’s “true woman.”

Yet Lease’s exceptional oratorical abilities set her apart from most of her contemporaries, male and female alike. Her spellbinding, evangelist style drew large crowds and generated intense emotional responses from her listeners. Unlike most of her female Populist contemporaries, Lease consciously adopted masculine oratorical styles and politicking behavior while simultaneously employing the conventional female domestic ideology if and when it bolstered her argument at any given time. Such political tactics of course left Lease vulnerable to partisan attack. In portraying Lease as a man, anti-Populists questioned the legitimacy of her claims first because she was a woman and second because she was a Populist. Such opponents insisted that Lease’s public activities exemplified gender-role deviance, represented a debasement of “true womanhood,” strangely encouraged her to adopt male traits and a masculine demeanor, oddly transformed her physical makeup, and even demasculinized her husband. Her supporters and opponents—and even Lease herself—exaggerated certain socially prescribed male and female gender ideals to defend or disparage her and her reform agenda, rather than simply presenting her as an androgynous figure.

For many anti-Populists, particularly Republicans, fearful of the Populist message that essentially challenged the political and economic elite, the use of gendered discourse was an accessible partisan political tool for both countering and ridiculing the “people’s revolt.” Mary Lease’s political career and the explicitly gendered responses it inspired illustrated the ongoing significance of gender ideology in American politics during the Gilded Age and foreshadowed the continued influence of gender ideology in constructing political discourse as the twentieth century dawned.
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